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Abstract
Supervised deep learning methods require a large repos-

itory of annotated data; hence, label noise is inevitable.
Training with such noisy data negatively impacts the gener-
alization performance of deep neural networks. To combat
label noise, recent state-of-the-art methods employ some
sort of sample selection mechanism to select a possibly
clean subset of data. Next, an off-the-shelf semi-supervised
learning method is used for training where rejected samples
are treated as unlabeled data. Our comprehensive analysis
shows that current selection methods disproportionately se-
lect samples from easy (fast learnable) classes while reject-
ing those from relatively harder ones. This creates class
imbalance in the selected clean set and in turn, deterio-
rates performance under high label noise. In this work,
we propose UNICON, a simple yet effective sample selec-
tion method which is robust to high label noise. To address
the disproportionate selection of easy and hard samples, we
introduce a Jensen-Shannon divergence based uniform se-
lection mechanism which does not require any probabilistic
modeling and hyperparameter tuning. We complement our
selection method with contrastive learning to further com-
bat the memorization of noisy labels. Extensive experimen-
tation on multiple benchmark datasets demonstrates the ef-
fectiveness of UNICON; we obtain an 11.4% improvement
over the current state-of-the-art on CIFAR100 dataset with
a 90% noise rate. Our code is publicly available.1

1. Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have proven to be highly

effective in solving various computer vision tasks [9,18,22,
36, 43, 48, 49, 53, 62]. Most state-of-the-art (SOTA) meth-
ods require supervised training with a large pool of anno-
tated data [4, 8, 27, 28, 57]. Collecting and manually an-

1https : / / github . com / nazmul - karim170 / UNICON -
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Figure 1. UNICON training overview: At each iteration, we em-
ploy a uniform selection technique to partition the training set into
clean and noisy sets. Upon separation, we perform SSL-training
with an additional contrastive loss function. The uniform selection
and subsequent SSL-training is repeated until convergence.

Noise Rate (%) 90% 92% 95% 98%

DMix [25] 76.08 57.62 51.28 17.18
UNICON (Ours) 90.81 87.61 80.82 50.63

Table 1. Classification performance (%) of the proposed method
on CIFAR10 under severe label noise.

notating such data is challenging and oftentimes very ex-
pensive. Most large-scale data collection techniques rely
on open-source web data that can be automatically anno-
tated using search engine queries and user tags [33, 52].
This annotation scheme inevitably introduces label noise
[27, 57]. Training with such noisy labels is challenging
since DNNs can effectively memorize arbitrary (noisy) la-
bels over the course of training [2]. Combating label
noise is one of the fundamental problems in deep learn-
ing [15, 24, 38, 46, 54, 54, 58, 60, 61, 65], and is the focus
of this study.

Training with noisy label data has been the subject of
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many recent studies [12, 16, 31, 42, 45, 70]. Existing tech-
niques can be categorized into two dominant groups: i) la-
bel correction, [11,40] and ii) sample separation [12,25,66].
The former approach requires the estimation of noise tran-
sition matrix, which is hard to estimate for high number of
classes and in high noise scenarios. The latter approach tries
to filter out the noisy samples from the clean ones based on
the small-loss criterion [25], where the low-loss samples are
assumed to have clean labels. Next, an off-the-shelf semi-
supervised learning (SSL) technique [3,47] is used for train-
ing where the selected noisy samples are treated as unla-
beled data. However, the selection process is usually biased
towards easy classes as clean samples from the hard classes
(e.g. cats and dogs can be considered as hard classes in CI-
FAR10 [21]) may produce high-loss values. This is more
prominent at the early stage of training and can introduce
class-disparity among the selected clean samples. Severe
class-imbalance may lead to poor precision of sample se-
lection, hence, sub-par classification performance.

In this work, we revamp the selection process from a
more fundamental perspective. Our goal is to simplify the
selection process by introducing an effective and scalable
Jensen-Shannon divergence based sample separation mech-
anism. To address the disproportionate selection of easy
and hard samples, we enforce a class-balance prior by se-
lecting an equal number of clean samples from each class.
Such a prior improves the overall quality of pseudo-labels,
and hence, significantly boosts the performance of subse-
quent semi supervised learning-based training. In addition,
we opt to employ unsupervised contrastive learning (CL)
because of its inherent resistance (as labels are not required
for training) to label noise memorization. We empirically
show that unsupervised feature learning lowers memoriza-
tion risk and improves the sample separation performance;
especially under severe noise levels. We call this combined
technique of UNIform selection and CONtrastive learning
UNICON (shown in Fig. 1), which is found to be effective
even in the presence of very high label noise (see Table 1).
Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a simple yet effective uniform selection
mechanism that ensures class-balancing among the
selected clean samples. Through empirical analy-
sis, we observe that class-uniformity helps in gener-
ating higher quality pseudo-labels for samples from all
classes irrespective of their difficulty level.

• We further minimize the risk of label noise memoriza-
tion by performing unsupervised feature learning using
contrastive loss. This in turn boosts the sample separa-
tion performance.

• Our extensive experimentation demonstrates that UNI-
CON achieves significant performance improvement
over state-of-the-art methods, especially on datasets
with severe label noise.

2. Related Work

Noisy label training has been studied extensively in re-
cent works [26, 29, 35, 55, 72]. Wei et al. [56] proposed a
regularization technique to learn from noisy labels. Another
method called MentorNet [17] trains a student network by
generating pseudo-labels using a pre-trained/mentor net-
work. Based on their relationship in the feature space,
Meta-cleaner [69] learns the confidence scores of noisy
samples which are then used for obtaining cleaner repre-
sentations. To deal with noisy labels, [32, 51, 64] grad-
ually adjust the data labels based on the predicted labels
given by the network. Some noisy label methods are based
on loss correction [11, 14, 40] and noise-tolerant loss func-
tions [5,71]. In [14], a noise transition matrix was estimated
by correcting the loss obtained by a DNN trained on a noisy
dataset. However, the performance of these methods dete-
riorates under high noise rates and large number of classes.
Other approaches rely on the separation of clean samples
from the noisy samples [10, 12, 25, 37, 51, 66]. A notable
difference between these methods is the selection criteria of
clean samples. A selection technique was proposed in [10]
that utilizes prediction likelihoods to obtain separation.

Co-teaching [12] opts to train two networks simultane-
ously such that one network separates clean samples for the
other network based on the small-loss criterion. The small-
loss criterion suggests that samples with smaller loss tend
to have clean labels. Therefore, one could separate samples
on the training set based on their loss-values. DMix [25]
proposed a hybrid framework to separate samples and uses
a SSL technique [68] to concurrently train two networks.
A modified training scheme for [25] was proposed in [35].
However, even for the same dataset, these methods employ
different training settings and constraints under different
noise rates and types. This limits their practical applica-
tions as prior knowledge of noise rate may not be available.
Recently, a joint semi-supervised and contrastive learning-
based technique was proposed in MOIT [39]. Jo-SRC [63]
initially partitions the samples into clean and noisy sets be-
fore detecting in-distribution (ID) and OOD samples in the
noisy set. However, it requires manual threshold adjustment
for the separation during different epochs of the training.
Furthermore, both [63] and [39] struggle to achieve good
performance under high noise rates.

In contrast, our proposed method can handle severe la-
bel noise and requires minimal to no change in the hyper-
parameter settings under different label-noise scenarios
(e.g. different noise rates, noise types etc.). We show how
a minimalistic approach to the selection process can boost
the classification performance significantly beating the sate-
of-the-art methods in most cases. Furthermore, we achieve
comparable performance to SOTA across different datasets
which hints at the generalizability of our method.
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(a) Selected clean set after warmup.
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(b) Selected clean set after 100 epochs.
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(c) Pseudo-label recall after 100 epochs.
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Figure 2. A case of uniform and non-uniform selection for CIFAR10 under 90% noise rate. (a) Class distribution in Dclean after warmup
(10 epochs of training). For each class index, the left and right bars indicate non-uniform (DMix [25]) and uniform selection (UNICON),
respectively. (b) Class distribution after 100 epochs. UNICON selects clean samples with higher precision. (c) pseudo-label recall (%) after
100 epochs of training. Uniform selection criteria along with contrastive feature learning helps generating higher quality pseudo-labels
with better recall. (d) This in turn boosts the test accuracy significantly.

3. Background
Let D = {X ,Y} = {(x0,y0), (x1,y1), . . . , (xN ,yN )}

denote the training set, where xi is an image and yi is the
corresponding ground-truth label, andN is the total number
of training samples. We instantiate the DNN model with
a feature extractor (CNN backbone), f(.; θ), with param-
eters θ; a classification layer, h(.;ϕ), with parameters ϕ,
and a projection head, g(., ψ), with parameters ψ for incor-
porating contrastive learning. For supervised training with
ground-truth labels, we minimize cross-entropy (CE) loss,
LCE , over the entire training set D,

LCE = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

yT
i log ŷi, (1)

where ŷi = softmax(h(f(xi; θ);ϕ)) is the softmax proba-
bility score of the network prediction corresponding to xi.

In this work, we consider the training set to be noisy
i.e. some images are incorrectly labeled. It has been demon-
strated that DNNs learn simpler patterns before memoriz-
ing the noisy labels [2]. Several studies [12, 25] utilize
this observation and try to separate the clean samples from
the noisy ones at the early stage of training. Such a sep-
aration scheme partitions the dataset into a clean subset,
Dclean, and a noisy subset, Dnoisy = D \ Dclean. After
that, Dclean can be used for standard supervised training.
To mitigate the impact of label noise, samples from Dnoisy

can be used for training without the corresponding noisy
ground-truth labels. This training is generally performed in
a semi-supervised manner where pseudo-labels are gener-
ated for the samples in Dnoisy .

We conduct extensive empirical analysis to investigate
the effectiveness of partitioning the dataset into Dclean, and
Dnoisy subsets. We find that the typical construction of
Dclean creates disparity or imbalance among classes [12,
25, 63]. Fig. 2a (left bars) depicts such a case where the
Dclean for noisy CIFAR10 (90% noise rate) contain class
imbalance when we employ a recently proposed method,

DMix [25]. To be specific, we observe that 1228 samples
are selected from class-1, whereas only 10 samples from
class-2 are selected. However, the imbalance among true
positives (TPs) are of particular importance as the quality of
pseudo-labels for Dnoisy relies heavily on them. Methods
such as [25] attempt to address this issue by selecting more
clean samples which in turn increases the false positive or
noisy labels count (Fig. 2b (left bars)) while drastically de-
creasing the precision. As the selected clean set Dclean con-
tains many false positives, supervised training on such a set
leads to memorization. Consequently, the recall of the sub-
sequent pseudo-labels drops drastically; as shown by the
pseudo-label recall in Fig. 2c (left bars). In this way, the
selection mechanism negatively impacts the SSL-Training
and reduces the average classification accuracy (Fig. 2d).

We propose to address these problems by a simple and
effective technique of uniform selection (Fig. 2a (right
bars)). Furthermore, we employ contrastive feature learn-
ing to learn better unsupervised features irrespective of the
quality of ground-truth or pseudo-labels. Details of our pro-
posed method are presented in the following section.

4. Proposed Method
We propose UNICON with a unique sample-selection ap-

proach as well as simple but effective modification to the
SSL-Training. UNICON improves precision (Fig. 2b (right
bars)) as well as pseudo-label recall (Fig. 2c (right bars))
over training. Fig. 2d shows that our hybrid framework of
uniform selection and SSL training improves the classifi-
cation performance significantly. Next, we present our uni-
form sample selection strategy in Sec. 4.1, and our proposed
SSL training method with contrastive learning in Sec 4.2.

4.1. Uniform Sample Selection

During the partitioning of D, we opt to enforce class-
balancing in Dclean by selecting/filtering R portion of
samples from each class, where we define R as the fil-
ter rate. Fig. 3 shows our proposed selection mecha-
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Figure 3. Proposed Selection Mechanism and SSL-Training: a) For selection, we ensemble the predictions of both networks to calculate
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separated clean and noisy sets as labeled and unlabeled data only to employ Mix-up [67] based SSL-training with contrastive loss. On top
of classification (Cls.) layer, we add a projection (Proj.) head to facilitate contrastive learning. We train both networks sequentially.

nism in which we feed D to two networks with parame-
ters (θ(1), ϕ(1), ψ(1)) and (θ(2), ϕ(2), ψ(2)). For xi, the av-
erage prediction probabilities from both networks can be
denoted as pi = [p1

i ,p
2
i , . . . ,p

C
i ], and the correspond-

ing ground-truth label as yi = [y1
i ,y

2
i , . . . ,y

C
i ]; here, C

is the total number of classes. To construct the clean,
Dclean, and noisy, Dnoisy , subsets, we compute the dis-
agreement/divergence between the ground-truth labels, yi,
and the predicted probabilities, pi. To this end, we use
Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD), di, as a measure of dis-
agreement. The JSD is defined as,

di = JSD(yi,pi)

=
1

2
KLD(yi||

yi + pi

2
) +

1

2
KLD(pi||

yi + pi

2
),

(2)

where KLD(.) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence function.
Previous works use different divergence measures to

construct the clean and noisy subsets. Authors in [12, 25]
apply CE loss-based divergence measure for selection. [25]
uses a similar divergence measure and fits a Gaussian mix-
ture model (GMM) on the normalized CE values for par-
titioning. In contrast, we opt to employ JSD-based selec-
tion since it does not require normalization and probabilis-
tic modelling. Besides, unlike CE loss, JSD is symmetric
by design and the value ranges from 0 to 1.

After measuring the divergence, d = {di : i ∈
(1, . . . , N)}, for all the samples, we compute a cutoff di-
vergence value, dcutoff , which can be expressed as,

dcutoff =

{
davg − (davg − dmin)/τ, ifdavg ≥ dµ
davg, otherwise (3)

where davg is the average over all values in d, dmin is the
lowest divergence score, τ is the filter coefficient, and dµ
is an adjustment threshold. Finally, we determine R as the
percentage of samples that have JSDs lower than dcutoff .

There are two major benefits of this particular design of
dcutoff . First, we determine the value of dcutoff based

Algorithm 1: Uniform Clean Sample Selection

Input: training set D = (X ,Y), number of samples N ,
number of classes C

for i = 1 to N do
pi =

(
ŷ
(1)
i + ŷ

(2)
i

)
/2

di = JSD(pi,yi) (see Eq. (2))
Determine the cutoff distance, dcutoff using Eq. (3)
dR ← {di < dcutoff : i ∈ (1, . . . , N)}
Determine filter rate, R = |dR|/N
Dclean = {}
// Uniform Selection

for j = 1 to C do
d
(j)
filtered ← Lowest R portion of d(j)

D(j)
clean ← {(x

(j)
t ,y

(j)
t ) : ∀ d

(j)
t ∈ d

(j)
filtered}

Dclean ← Dclean ∪ D(j)
clean

Dnoisy ← D \ Dclean

Output: Dnoisy,Dclean

on the network prediction scores (as JSD depends on pre-
diction probabilities) which eliminates the requirement of
manual per-dataset tuning. The second benefit stems from
the same source, i.e., dcutoff is determined from prediction
scores. This ensures that if the network prediction scores
are consistently low (high davg), dcutoff will encourage a
conservative selection of Dclean; which helps in avoiding
noisy sample selection at the early stage of training.

In the next step, we create class-specific partitions,
{d(1),d(2), . . . ,d(C)}, where d(j) indicates the JSDs for
class j. Motivated by the small-loss criterion [25], we de-
fine UNICON selection criterion as follows:

UNICON Selection Criterion: For each class j, if the
difference d

(j)
i falls within the lowest R portion of all val-

ues in d(j), we consider x(j)
i to have a clean label.

Here, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nj}, Nj is the total number of samples
in class j, and x

(j)
i is the i-th image belonging to the j-th

class with JSD of d(j)
i .
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without contrastive learning. As CL helps preventing the memo-
rization, the clean samples are being detected with better precision.
Here we considred CIFAR10 with 90% noise rate.

Finally, following the UNICON selection criterion, we
aggregate all the selected clean and noisy samples from
each class to form Dclean and Dnoisy with cardinalities of
NR and N(1 − R), respectively. In cases where the to-
tal number of available samples (both clean and noisy) for
any class falls below NR/C, we take all the available sam-
ples in that class for Dclean. Algorithm 1 summarizes our
selection method. Note that a previous technique named
Jo-SRC [63] has employed JSD for clean sample detection.
However, our sample selection process differs significantly
from Jo-SRC. For instance, the selection threshold in [63]
needs to be manually fine-tuned during different epochs of
the training while UNICON automatically adjusts the filter
rate, R, based on the network prediction scores; making our
proposed selection method hyperparameter independent.

4.2. SSL-Training

Fig. 3 shows the details of our SSL-Training with semi-
supervised and contrastive loss. Following FixMatch [47],
we perform semi-supervised learning with the samples from
Dnoisy . To this end, we generate two copies of each sample
with a weak and a strong augmentation. Pseudo-labels are
generated from the weakly augmented copy for computing
a semi-supervised loss, Lsemi, on the strongly augmented
copy. We also apply MixUp [67] augmentation between
the samples from Dclean and Dnoisy; for the Dnoisy sam-
ples, we use the pseudo-labels obtained from weakly aug-
mented copy. However, feature or representation learning
in such a SSL manner still bears the risk of noise memo-
rization. During training, DNNs memorize certain portion
of noisy samples irrespective of the sample selection tech-
nique. The presence of such noisy samples in the clean sub-
set, will lead to noisy SSL training. To address this issue,
we incorporate contrastive learning (CL) [6, 19] into our
SSL training pipeline to facilitate feature learning without
relying on labels/pseudo-labels. Such an unsupervised fea-
ture learning scheme further mitigates the risk of noisy la-
bel memorization since it does not rely on imperfect sep-
aration of clean and noisy samples as well as incorrect

pseudo-labels generated during SSL training. Thus, incor-
poration of CL improves the performance of our proposed
selection technique, as shown by the area under the curve
(AUC) of Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) in Fig.
4. In our work, we employ contrastive loss only for the
samples in the unlabeled set, Dnoisy . To this end, we em-
ploy the projection head g(.;ψ) to obtain feature projec-
tions zi = g(f(xi,1; θ);ψ), and zj = g(f(xi,2; θ);ψ) of
the differently augmented copies (xi,1, xi,2) of input xi.
The contrastive loss function [6,19] can be expressed as

ℓi,j = − log
exp(sim(zi, zj)/κ)∑2B

b=1 1b̸=i exp(sim(zi, zb)/κ)
, (4)

LC =
1

2B

2B∑
b=1

[ℓ2b−1,2b + ℓ2b,2b−1], (5)

where 1b̸=i is an indicator function that gives a 1 iff b ̸= i,
κ is a temperature constant, B is the number of samples in
mini-batch, and sim(zi, zj) can be expressed as the cosine
similarity between zi and zj . The total loss function we
minimize is

Ltot = Lsemi + λCLC , (6)

where λC is contrastive loss coefficient. Additional details
of the contrastive learning as well as the rest of our SSL-
Training scheme is provided in the supplementary material.

5. Experimental Settings
5.1. Datasets

CIFAR10/100: The CIFAR-10/100 datasets [21] con-
tain 50K training and 10K test images. In general, it is dif-
ficult to control or determine the noise characteristics; e.g.
noise rate, in natural datasets. Therefore, synthetic noise
models are commonly used for the evaluation of noise-
robust algorithms. In our work, we employ two types of
noise models: symmetric and asymmetric. For symmetric
noise model, an r portion of samples from one particular
class are uniformly distributed to all other classes. On the
other hand, the design of asymmetric label noise follows the
structure of real mistakes that take place in CIFAR10 [26]:
“Truck→ Automobile, Bird → Airplane, Deer → Horse,
Cat → Dog”. For CIFAR100, we use label flips for each
class to the next one within the super-classes.

Tiny-ImageNet [23]: This dataset is a smaller version
of the original ImageNet in terms of the number of classes
and the image resolution. There are in total 200 classes con-
taining 500 images per class. The image size is 64× 64.

Clothing1M: Clothing1M is a large-scale real-world
dataset with noisy labels [57]. It contains 1M images from
14 different cloth-related classes. Since the labels are pro-
duced by the seller provided surrounding texts of the im-
ages, a large portion of confusing classes (e.g., Knitwear
and Sweater) are mislabeled.
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CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
Method 20% 50% 80% 90% 20% 50% 80% 90%

CE 86.8 79.4 62.9 42.7 62.0 46.7 19.9 10.1
LDMI [59] 88.3 81.2 43.7 36.9 58.8 51.8 27.9 13.7
M-Up [68] 95.6 87.1 71.6 52.2 67.8 57.3 30.8 14.6
PCIL [64] 92.4 89.1 77.5 58.9 69.4 57.5 31.1 15.3
JPL [20] 93.5 90.2 35.7 23.4 70.9 67.7 17.8 12.8
MOIT [39] 94.1 91.1 75.8 70.1 75.9 70.1 51.4 24.5
DMix [25] 96.1 94.6 92.9 76.0 77.3 74.6 60.2 31.5
ELR [30] 95.8 94.8 93.3 78.7 77.6 73.6 60.8 33.4

UNICON 96.0 95.6 93.9 90.8 78.9 77.6 63.9 44.8

Table 2. Test accuracies (%) obtained by different techniques un-
der symmetric noise. Our class balance with contrastive loss strat-
egy improves performance at almost every noise level. Results for
previous techniques were copied from their respective papers.

Webvision [27]: This dataset contains 2.4 million im-
ages (obtained from Flickr and Google) that are categorized
into the same 1,000 classes as in the ImageNet ILSVRC12.
Following the previous studies [25, 35], we use the first 50
classes of the Google image subset as the training data.

5.2. Training Details

We use the PreAct ResNet18 [13] architecture for CI-
FAR10, CIFAR100, and Tiny-ImageNet. For Clothing1M
and WebVision datasets, we take a ResNet50 network [13]
pre-trained on ImageNet and a InceptionResNetV2 network
[50] which is trained from scratch. We modify these archi-
tectures with a projection head, that produces a embedding
vector of size 128, to facilitate contrastive learning.

For CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, optimization is per-
formed using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer
with the following settings: an initial learning rate (LR) of
0.02, a weight decay of 5e−4, a value of 0.9 for the momen-
tum, and a batch size of 64. For CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100,
we train each network for around 300 epochs while linearly
decaying the learning rate (lr-decay) by 0.1 per 120 epochs.
Following [25], a warmup period of 10 and 30 epochs was
employed before starting the selection and SSL-Training.
For Tiny-ImageNet, we use an initial LR of 0.01, a weight
decay of 1e−3 with a batch size of 32. We train the network
for 350 epochs and the lr-decay rate is 0.1/100 epochs. The
warmup period is 15 epochs. For Clothing1M, we choose
an initial LR of 0.002 and a weight decay of 1e−3. We
employ the same settings as Tiny-ImageNet for WebVision.
The total number of training epochs is 100 and the lr-decay
rate is 0.1/40 epochs.

For data augmentations, we follow Auto-augment pol-
icy described in [7]. For CIFAR-10 and CIFAR100, we use
CIFAR10-Policy and we apply ImageNet-Policy to Tiny-
ImageNet. As these policies are transferable from one
dataset to another, ImageNet-Policy is employed for both
Clothing1M and Webvision dataset.

CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
Method 10% 30% 40% 10% 30% 40%

CE 88.8 81.7 76.1 68.1 53.3 44.5
LDMI [59] 91.1 91.2 84.0 68.1 54.1 46.2
M-Up [68] 93.3 83.3 77.7 72.4 57.6 48.1
JPL [20] 94.2 92.5 90.7 72.0 68.1 59.5
PCIL [64] 93.1 92.9 91.6 76.0 59.3 48.3
DMix∗ [25] 93.8 92.5 91.7 71.6 69.5 55.1
ELR∗ [30] 95.4 94.7 93.0 77.3 74.6 73.2
MOIT [39] 94.2 94.1 93.2 77.4 75.1 74.0

UNICON 95.3 94.8 94.1 78.2 75.6 74.8

Table 3. Experimental results on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 with
asymmetric noise. UNICON sees consistent improvement for CI-
FAR100 dataset under different asymmetric noise settings. (∗)
indicates that we run the algorithm.

6. Experimental Results
We present the performance of UNICON under different

label noise scenarios. We start with the synthetic noisy la-
bel datasets (e.g. CIFAR10, CIFAR100 and TinyImageNet)
and move on to the real world noisy datasets (e.g. WebVi-
sion, Clothing1M). For experiments, we consider symmet-
ric noise rates of 20%, 50%, 80%, and 90% and asymmetric
noise rates of 10%, 30%, and 40%.

CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 datasets: Table 2 shows the
average test accuracies for these datasets. In case of CI-
FAR10, from moderate to severe label noise, UNICON per-
forms consistently better than the baseline methods. For
90% noise rate, we achieve a significantly better perfor-
mance improvement over the state-of-the art. For high noise
rate, techniques like [25] usually fail due to high number of
false positives. However, for low noise rate (20%), [25]
performs slightly better than ours. Low noise rate indicates
more clean samples are available for supervised learning.
One possible explanation could be that the scarcity of un-
labeled data (i.e. |Dnoisy| < |Dclean|) makes contrastive
feature learning less effective. We have also conducted ex-
periments under the asymmetric noise scenario. In case of
asymmetric noise, each class is not equally affected by la-
bel noise. This makes the selection of clean samples a bit
more challenging. However, UNICON achieves similar per-
formance gain as symmetric noise which is shown in Table
3. Note that there is an exception at 10% noise rate as [30]
obtains 0.1% better accuracy than UNICON.

Table 2 and 3 contain the average test accuracies for
CIFAR100 dataset. UNICON shows similar effectiveness
against label noise in CIFAR100 obtaining an accuracy im-
provement of 11.4% for 90% noise rate. This improvement
is consistent under different noise settings. While ELR [30],
DMix [25] and MOIT [39] show some level of resistance to
noisy labels for low noise rate, the performances are not
consistent for high noise rate. Furthermore, the asymmet-
ric noise performance of our method are also superior than
other baseline methods in Table 3.
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Noise (%) 0 20 50

Alg. Best Avg. Best Avg. Best Avg.

Standard CE 57.4 56.7 35.8 35.6 19.8 19.6
Decoupling [34] - - 37.0 36.3 22.8 22.6
F-correction [41] - - 44.5 44.4 33.1 32.8
MentorNet [17] - - 45.7 45.5 35.8 35.5
Co-teaching+ [66] 52.4 52.1 48.2 47.7 41.8 41.2
M-correction [1] 57.7 57.2 57.2 56.6 51.6 51.3
NCT [44] 62.4 61.5 58.0 57.2 47.8 47.4

UNICON 63.1 62.7 59.2 58.4 52.7 52.4

Table 4. Test accuracies (%) on Tiny-ImageNet dataset under sym-
metric noise settings. We report the results for other methods di-
rectly from [44] with the highest (Best) and the average (Avg.) test
accuracy (%) over the last 10 epochs.

Method Backbone Test Accuracy

Standard CE ResNet-50 69.21
Joint-Optim [51] ResNet-50 72.00
MetaCleaner [69] ResNet-50 72.50
MLNT [26] ResNet-50 73.47
PCIL [64] ResNet-50 73.49
JPL [20] ResNet-50 74.15
DMix [25] ResNet-50 74.76
ELR [30] ResNet-50 74.81

UNICON ResNet-50 74.98

Table 5. Experimental results on Clothing1M dataset. Results for
previous techniques were copied from their respective papers.

Dataset WebVision ILSVRC12

Method Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5

D2L [32] 62.68 84.00 57.80 81.36
MentrorNet [17] 63.00 81.40 57.80 79.92
Co-Teaching [12] 63.58 85.20 61.48 84.70
Iterative-CV [55] 65.24 85.34 61.60 84.98
DivideMix [25] 77.32 91.64 75.20 90.84
ELR [30] 77.78 91.68 70.29 89.76
MOIT [39] 78.76 - - -

UNICON 77.60 93.44 75.29 93.72

Table 6. Experimental results on Webvision and ILSVRC12. All
methods are trained on the Webvision while evaluated on both We-
bvsion and ILSVRC12 validation set. Results for baseline meth-
ods are taken from [30] and [39]. MOIT [39] does not evaluate
their method on ILSVRC12 and did not provide top-5 accuracies.

TinyImageNet Dataset: Table 4 presents the perfor-
mance comparison of UNICON and other state of the art
methods. Even with no label noise, Tiny-ImageNet re-
mains a challenging benchmark dataset to deal with. It
becomes more challenging under the presence of label
noise. One of the baseline methods M-correction [1] uses
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Figure 5. ROC-AUC score and test accuracy (%) on CIFAR10
with different noise rates. As the model becomes more precise in
selection, the test-time performance improves accordingly.
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Figure 6. Training accuracy at different epochs. Low accuracy
indicates that the networks do not memorize the noisy labels even
after long training. In contrast to UNICON, standard CE loss-
based training leads to a high training accuracy (should be∼50%),
i.e., complete memorization of noisy labels.

a loss-correction technique to tackle noisy labels while
NCT [44] leverages from collaborative learning of two net-
works. However, both methods underperform compared to
our method. Table 4 shows that UNICON gains around 1%
performance improvement over SOTA for all noise rates.

Clothing1M Dataset: Table 5 presents performance
comparison on this real world noisy labeled dataset. We
achieve 0.17% performance improvement over ELR [30].
The performance improvement for clothing1M sometimes
depends on the length of warmup, as longer period of stan-
dard CE-based training can lead to memorization. In our
training, we use a warm-up period of 2,000 steps.

WebVision Dataset: We present our experimental re-
sults on this dataset in Table 6. While validating, MOIT [39]
sees SOTA Top-1 accuracy while our method achieves the
best Top-5 accuracy. We obtain around 1.5% improvement
over SOTA (MOIT [39] did not provide Top-5 accuracy.)
Furthermore, UNICON secures SOTA Top-1 and Top-5 ac-
curacies on ILSVRC12 validation set. While the gain in
Top-1 accuracy is not significant, we achieve a performance
improvement of 1.88% over DMix [25] in Top-5 accuracy.

6.1. Ablation Studies

In this section, we conduct an ablation study of UNICON
under different training settings.

Sample Selection Performance: In general, the preci-
sion of clean sample selection directly impacts the overall
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Dataset CIFAR10 CIFAR100

Noise Rate 50% 80% 90% 50% 80% 90%

Method Best Last Best Last Best Last Best Last Best Last Best Last

UNICON w/o balancing 94.28 94.06 91.41 91.16 85.49 85.28 75.26 75.01 60.51 60.16 39.87 39.02
UNICON w/o CL 94.92 94.24 91.67 91.21 87.28 86.34 75.75 75.09 60.54 60.17 41.83 41.11
UNICON w/o ensemble 95.20 94.91 92.38 92.11 88.84 88.18 76.28 76.10 62.98 62.11 42.36 41.56

UNICON 95.61 95.24 93.97 93.97 90.81 89.95 77.63 76.91 63.98 63.13 44.82 44.51

Table 7. Ablation study with different training settings. Both contrastive loss and class-imbalance affects the performance significantly;
especially for high noise rates. Ensembling the outputs of both network during separation seems to improve the performance as well. Test
results at last epoch are also shown here.

performance of any selection-based noisy label technique.
Likewise, the success of UNICON depends on how well
it can separate the clean samples. Fig. 5a shows the the
ROC-AUC score of our selection mechanism under differ-
ent noise settings. It can be observed that UNICON sees a
steady rise in the precision irrespective of the noise level.
In case of high noise rate, it is usual for the network to get
confused between clean and noisy samples. However, our
separation approach proves to be effective even under such
scenario. With improved precision, the network learns bet-
ter discriminative features from labeled data and general-
izes well to the unlabeled data. Through the generation of
quality pseudo-labels, UNICON improves the classification
accuracy significantly (Fig. 5b).

Effect of Contrastive Learning: CL is one of the key
components of our framework. Table 7 indicates the im-
pact of CL in overall performance of our method. As CL is
resistant to label noise memorization, it boosts the perfor-
mance significantly even in high label noise scenarios. For
CIFAR10 and CIFAR100, with 90% noise rate, UNICON
without CL sees 3.53% and 2.99% drop in test accuracies
respectively. We explain more on contrastive learning and
its impact in the supplementary material.

Effect of Ensemble and balancing: During selection,
we take the average of both network’s predictions instead
of depending on just one network [12]. This seems to im-
prove the performance significantly in case of high noise
rate (see Table 7). However, taking the feedback from both
networks bears the risk of confirmation bias over the course
of training [25]. We prevent that by training one network
at a time. During the same training epoch, we perform the
separation again before training the other network. Table 7
also contains the performance of our method without bal-
ancing. The significant decrease in classification accuracies
underlines the importance of class-balance prior. The effec-
tiveness of UNICON in combating memorization can be
observed in Fig. 6.

7. Limitations of UNICON

In this work, to combat label noise we employ a class-
balance prior. The prior helps in combating artificial im-

balance caused by current state-of-the-art selection meth-
ods. This prior can be restrictive in some extreme scenarios
where the dataset itself exhibits extreme imbalance. How-
ever, in such cases, it is possible to update our prior accord-
ingly based on the class distribution of the dataset. Since
knowing the dataset distribution in advance is equally re-
strictive we do not explore this direction in this study. Ad-
ditionally, even though we provide a general solution for
combating label noise, our solution is particularly effective
under high label noise. Therefore, it is possible to outper-
form our proposed method on datasets which do not contain
a significant amount of label noise. However, we emphasize
that such success can be attributed to superior training strat-
egy and complicated design whereas our simple solution is
more general and provides reasonable results even for such
low noise rate scenarios.

8. Conclusion
In this work, we proposed UNICON, a simple yet effec-

tive solution for combating label noise. Our proposed uni-
form selection technique effectively addresses often over-
looked but critical shortcoming of selection based state-
of-the-art methods. Furthermore, our constrastive feature
learning approach provides a fundamental solution to com-
bat memorization of noisy label. Equipped with these two
components, our method selects clean samples more pre-
cisely over the course of training by reducing the class-
disparity among the true positives and CL-based unsuper-
vised feature learning. Network trained on high precision
clean samples generates higher quality pseudo-labels for the
noisy label data and the overall process improves the high
noise level performance significantly. UNICON achieves
∼10% performance improvement over state-of-the-art on
90% noisy CIFAR10 and CIFAR100. Through extensive
empirical analysis, we show the effectiveness of our method
under different noise scenarios.
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